RAST TOOLING

- EL-SIM Compact
  Semi-Automatic IDC Termination Machine

- HP-SIM
  High-Performance Semi-Automatic IDC Termination Machine

- MHM Fully-Automatic
  IDC & Crimp Harness Maker

- IHM Mark III
  Fully-Automatic IDC Harness Maker

TERMINALS AND SPLICES

- Positive Lock Terminals
- FASTON Terminals
- Mini FASTON Terminals
- POD-LOK Terminals
- Ultra-Fast Terminals
- STANDARD FASTON TERMINALS

- F-Spring Terminals
- Infinite Switch Housings
- Ultra-Pod FASTON Pre-insulated Terminals
- 4.8 Series FASTON Receptacles for Multi Thickness Tabs
- Terminal Housings, Insulation Sleeves & Blocks
- PCB Terminals

For information on our heat shrink tubing and other performance material offerings please refer to the Performance Materials Line Card.